
 
Equestrian Stables and Trails 

This is an informal description of the equestrian use and descriptions in the GGNRA “General Management Plan/Environmental Impact Statement” Newsletter #4; Spring 2008 
STABLES-“See 

“Types of Facilities 
and Services: 

June 13, 2008 Info from GMP Preliminary Alternatives  

 Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 
    
Golden Gate Dairy Diverse Opportunities, [yellow] Equestrian uses would be 

relocated to Lower Redwood Creek 
 
 
(No stables) 
 

Evolved Cultural, [brown] Equestrian use would be provided on 
designated trails in the area and historic structures would be reused for 
science and stewardship center or for local community services   
 
(No stables) 
 
(Would have horse trails) 

Evolved Cultural, [brown] 
Historic structures could be adapted to support equestrian or other 
recreational uses…  
 
(Could have stables) 

Lower Redwood 
Creek  

Evolved Cultural [brown] (Lower Redwood Creek), 
Facilities for visitor activities related to park stewardship, 
equestrian uses, and a small scale educational organic 
farm could be accommodated 
  
(Could have stables) 

Natural, [ green] 
 
(No stables) 
 
(Could have horse trails) 

Natural, [ green] 
 
(No stables) 
 
(Could have horse trails) 

Tennessee Valley Diverse Opportunities [yellow] (Tennessee Valley 
trailhead and Miwok Stables area), Trailhead site 
improvements support equestrian activities, a multi-use 
trail connects Mill Valley via the Mill Valley Bike Path, 
equestrian facilities would be maintained and may expand 
to Lower Marincello Rd. 
 
(stables remain and could expand) 
 
 
Lower Tennessee Valley: 
Scenic Corridor [blue] (from the trailhead to the ocean), 
Within the existing footprint, sustainable facilities 
provided but no longer used for equestrian purposes 
 
(LTV stables removed) 
 
(Could have trails) 

Evolved Cultural Landscape [brown] (TV and Miwok Stables – 
should be referred to as the Tennessee Valley Stables), will retain 
equestrian uses, minimal level of visitor facilities, volunteer horse 
patrol would move to Miwok Stables area 
 
(stables remain) 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
LTV: Natural [green] (from the trailhead to the ocean), roads and non-
historic facilities would be removed and restored to wetland riparian 
habitat 
 
(LTV stables removed) 
 
(Could have trails) 

Scenic Corridor [blue] (TV and Miwok Stables), Equestrian uses 
would be retained, trail and beaches would promote equestrian 
touring on a “trail to the sea,” overnight accommodations could 
support this recreational activity. 
 
(stables remain) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LTV: Natural [green]  
 
 
(LTV stables removed but camping, such as horse camping could 
occur) 
 
(Could have trails) 
 

Marin Headlands- 
other than at existing 
stables locations: 

In all alternatives, multi-use trails, including 
opportunities for equestrian use, would be allowed in all 
zones except “Sensitive Resources” [pink] within the 

Same as 1 Same as 1 



Marin Headlands 
 
Marin Headlands/Ft. Baker Transportation Plan 
includes some planned designated equestrian trails 

Marin Headlands 
Stables at Rodeo 
Valley 

Diverse Opportunities, [yellow] this zone would continue 
to provide for park operations  and be used by park 
partners, Use of stables still being evaluated based on park 
operations needs 
 
(stables could remain) 

Evolved Cultural, [brown]Use of stables still being evaluated based on 
park operations needs 
 
(stables could remain) 

Historic Immersion,  [orange] Continue to be used by park 
partners – Use of stables still being evaluated based on park 
operations needs and the historic immersion concept  
 
(stables could be removed) 

Sweeney/Cattle Hill Diverse Opportunities [yellow] (Picardo Ranch) – smaller 
bubble than showed on map, facilities can include 
continued equestrian use 
 
(stables could remain) 

Natural, [green] A trailhead would be located at Picardo Ranch, 
including for equestriana, stables are removed 
 
(stables are removed) 

Diverse Opportunities [yellow] Same as Alt 1;  
 
 
 
(stables could remain) 

Rancho Corral de 
Tierra 

Natural [green] , trail based recreation, including 
equestrian use 
 
Diverse Opportunities, [yellow] equestrian facilities with 
strong public programs would occur – new or retained 
facilities would be restricted to appropriate sites and 
would include environmental protection for natural and 
cultural resources 
 
(stables could remain) 

Natural, [green] same as 1 
 
Sensitive Resource, [pink]the four equestrian facilities would be 
removed or relocated away from creek corridors 
 
(stables removed or relocated, and no horse trails in pink zone) 
 
Scenic Corridor, [blue]  this area would accommodate an equestrian 
facility in a sustainable location and configuration 
 
(stables could remain) 

Natural, [green] same as 1 
 
Diverse Opportunities, [yellow]  same as 1 
 
(stables could remain) 

 

Horses on Trails in the preliminary Land Use “Management Zones”: [see “Recreational Activities” ] 

The following areas COULD include horse trails:  

Diverse Opportunities; yellow 

Scenic Corridor; blue 

Evolved Cultural Landscape; brown 

Historic Immersion; orange 

Natural; green 

The Following areas WOULD  NOT include horse trails: 

Sensitive Resources; pink 

Park Operations; purple 


